GET READY TO UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL OF DATA CENTER CONSOLIDATION

73% Recognized that management efficiency and cost savings were key advantages of data center consolidation and virtualization

53% Said technical difficulties are delaying decisions on consolidation projects

CONSOLIDATION: A GOAL OUT OF REACH

Three-quarters said data center consolidation is important, but less than one-quarter (28%) only delay doing anything about it.

WHAT'S VIRTUALIZED: AS KIDS BEING ENCRYPTED

One-fourth (25%) are currently encrypting data in virtualized environments

SO MUCH, MANAGED BY SO FEW

53% of respondents indicated they have at least 50 terabytes of data, yet 58% indicated that globally, they have less than 100 people involved in encryption management

1. THE MUST-HAVE WHEN SOURCING SOLUTIONS: COMPLIANCE AND SECURITY

85% of respondents are seeking the solutions that support compliance and security

FINISH

73% Encryption and key management will unlock the potential of consolidation and cloud

46% With virtualization and cloud adoption by so many, organizations can accelerate their cloud initiative and reach their compliance goals.

45% Organizations may need to protect sensitive data, others to internal security policies, and comply with regulatory and government mandates.
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